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Boston and South Holland Wood Carvers 

 

Report for Boston Big Local to January 1st 2020 

 

 
Summary of activity 

Since the completion of the Fishermen’s Tribute, we have been recouping our 

energy. John S and Colin were keen to keep the momentum running but as the days 

grew shorter and the rains came we seemed to slow down. Just the occasional 

tapping could be heard by a few weary woodies. 

 

Jane and Sandrae attended the NEXUS Focus Group event held at Boston College 

University Centre in September and gave a short talk about the projects the 

Woodies have been involved in. Following discussion with Nick Jones (Transported) 

we have been offered additional funding to create a mosaic for the base of the 

Tribute. Some Woodies met Jen Moore of Boston Council to ask if there were any 

objections to phase two of the Tribute going ahead. No objections were raised and 

the mosaic splinter group was formed.  

 

A group of Woodies attended the Dogdyke Show in October. The weather had 

been quite horrendous and as a result of predicted heavy rain, we sat inside and 

whittled happily for a few hours. As it happens the rain stayed away and we enjoyed 

a higher number of visitors than anticipated. 

 

Two members visited the established MosArt mosaic group Sleaford to learn about 

materials and MosArt were invited to Shodfriars on 9th November to guide us in our 

new beginnings. Altogether there were six of us Woodie Splinters including four new 

members in attendance. At the end of the day, everyone felt empowered and 

keen to progress. It has been agreed to visit the specialist mosaic suppliers in the 

next few weeks to source materials. The group will also visit the local marshes to gain 

inspiration for design and colours.  
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Four Woodies enjoyed the day blacksmithing with Bex Simon and considered how 

this new skill could be incorporated into the next carving project. The Woodies are 

always seeking new experiences, sharing knowledge and skills, meeting new people 

and having fun (mostly). 

 

We had the good fortune of acquiring some walnut in November as an ancient tree 

had fallen. It was a magnificent tree and it will be sorely missed by the owls and 

other wildlife that made use of it for more than a hundred years. We learned that the 

roots were the best pieces for carving as they contained amazing markings. 

Unfortunately, the fungi ate them first. Peter took his chainsaw and helped cut the 

timber into manageable pieces. Dereck took some for woodturning and Jane and 

Peter took enough to share for spoons and small carvings.  

 

The group has already made commitments to attend the Fishtoft Show next year. 

The carvings are being given great consideration and the oak slab has been 

prepared ready to receive the ceramic bas relief which has been remodelled by 

Jane. We’re hoping Dan will help with carving the lettering. Although the first bas 

relief worked well the firing of the clay proved disappointing as the toasty finish just 

did not happen. New clay was purchased and another relief was created. If this fires 

well it will be a big improvement. Nothing can happen until the entire piece is slowly 

dried to prevent warping and cracking. We just need to have patience and faith.  

Check out the additional detail in the new relief. 

 

The feather flag is still a plan when we have the time. And as we said before, we are 

not just woodcarvers we are proud to be creators in a multitude of mediums. And 

we are looking forward to lighter days and new growth in 2020. 
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Peter and the walnut 

 

The first bas-relief 
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The new bas-relief – measurements: 66cm x 50cm 

      

                         

Jane Kay 

Treasurer B&SHWC 

30/12/2019 

 


